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I.

Introduction2
A.

Subject: English

The project work was to be completed within school year 2015/2016, i. e. by July 31st 2016.

1.

Participants

Students from 13 to 16 from Bulgaria, Germany, Italy and Romania who study English at school.

2.

Topic

English Roots and Footprints in Selected European Languages

3.

Content

Raising the question how much Europeans have in common when using English as their “lingua
franca”, four national study groups explored past and recent interaction between English and their
national languages. What English roots and footprints are there and what impact does current
international communication have?
In supranational work groups on the occasion of a “linguistic conference” held in Italy on March 4th
2016, the students discovered specific historical differences between a Romance language such as
Italian and Romanian or a Slavonic language such as Bulgarian on the one hand and a Germanic
language such as German on the other.

B.

Methodology

Throughout the project the countries were working and communicating with the help of the webbased exchange platform Itslearning® (see http://www.itslearning.net/) in a secure working
environment.
On the individual national level, staff conducted historical and current research with their students.
The national results were successively published in digital form on Itslearning, visible to all the
students of the participating countries.
In addition, there were occasional pan-European video conferences via ItsLearning where all printed,
graphical or audio-visual material was made accessible.

C.

Project Output

At the final get-together on the occasion of a “linguistic conference” (see agenda attached) in Gorla
Minore, Italy, on 4 March 2016, the individual student teams gave presentations of their findings and
discussed them - in English, of course! As a result, students and teachers compiled their findings and
published them as a joint “linguistic study” in English, thereby making them available among all the
students of the participating schools.
This final report is the very study. It has been published both as a hard copy and digitally.

2

Put together by Mr. Peter Kubasch, GLH High School, Melbeck, Germany, 29 April 2016
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II.

Overview: the Indo-European Language Family3
A.

Indo-European Languages4

The Indo-European languages are a family of several hundred related languages and dialects. There
are about 445 living Indo-European languages […]. The Indo-European family includes most major
current languages of Europe, and parts of Western, Central and South Asia. It was also predominant
in ancient Anatolia (present-day Turkey).

B.

History of Indo-European Linguistics

In the 16th century, European visitors to the Indian subcontinent began to suggest similarities among
Indo-Aryan, Iranian, and European languages. In 1583, English Jesuit missionary Thomas Stephens in
Goa wrote a letter to his brother (not published until the 20th century)in which he noted similarities
between Indian languages (specifically Sanskrit) and Greek and Latin.
Another account to mention the ancient language Sanskrit came from Filippo Sassetti, a merchant
born in Florence in 1540, who travelled to the Indian subcontinent. Writing in 1585, he noted some
word similarities between Sanskrits and Italian (these included devaḥ/dio "God", sarpaḥ/serpe
"serpent", sapta/sette "seven", aṣhṭa/otto "eight", and nava/nove "nine").
In 1647, Dutch linguist Marcus Zuerius van Boxhorn noted the similarity among certain Asian and
European languages and supposed that they were derived from a primitive common language which
he called Scythian. He included in his hypothesis Dutch, Albanian, Greek, Latin, Persian, and German,
later adding Slavic, Celtic, and Baltic languages. However, Van Boxhorn's suggestions did not become
widely known and did not stimulate further research.
The hypothesis reappeared in 1786 when Sir William Jones first lectured on the striking similarities
among three of the oldest languages known in his time: Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit, to which he
tentatively added Gothic, Celtic, and Persian.
Thomas Young first used the term Indo-European in 1813, deriving from the geographical extremes
of the language family: from Western Europe to North India. […] Franz Bopp's Comparative Grammar
appeared between 1833 and 1852 and marks the beginning of Indo-European studies as an academic
discipline.

1.

Classification

Predominant Indo-European languages in Europe:

3
4



Germanic



Romanic



Slavonic



Baltic



Hellenic (Greek)



Albanian

Put together by Mr. Peter Kubasch, Germany
The following information was compiled with the help of several Wikipedia entries
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Non-Indo-European

2.

Evolution

Scheme of Indo-European migrations from ca. 4000 to 1000 BC according to the Kurgan hypothesis.

3.

Diversification

Indo-European languages ca. 500 BC

III.

Indo-European languages ca. 500 AD

English and German5

Linguists face a specific situation: English and German have a common past, they are close relatives
on the Germanic line.

A.

Common Roots

The West Germanic languages constitute the largest of the three branches of the Germanic family of
languages (the other being the North Germanic and the extinct East Germanic languages).
The three most prevalent West Germanic languages are English, German, and Dutch. […]

1.

History

Of modern German varieties, Low German is the one that
most resembles modern English. The district of Angeln (or
Anglia), from which the name English derives, is in the
extreme northern part of Germany between the Danish
border and the Baltic coast. The area of the Saxons (parts
of today's Schleswig-Holstein and Lower Saxony) lay south
of Anglia. The Anglo-Saxons, two Germanic tribes, were a
5

Put together by Mr. Peter Kubasch, Germany
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combination of a number of peoples from northern Germany and the Jutland Peninsula.

2.

Family tree

Simplified diagram of the modern West German languages

Note that divisions between subfamilies of Germanic are rarely precisely defined; most form dialect
continua, with adjacent dialects being mutually intelligible and more separated ones not.

3.

Anglo-Saxon settlement of Britain […]
The Anglo-Saxon settlement of Britain was the process,
from the mid 5th to early 7th centuries, by which the
coastal lowlands of Britain developed from a RomanoBritish to a Germanic culture following the Roman
withdrawal in the early 5th century. The traditional view
of the process has assumed an invasion of several
Germanic peoples, later collectively referred to as AngloSaxons, from the western coasts of continental Europe,
followed by the establishment of Anglo-Saxon kingdoms
across most of what is now England.

Possible routes of Anglo-Saxon migration

4.

History of English

In a nutshell, English is a West Germanic language that originated from Anglo-Frisian dialects brought
to Britain in the fifth to seventh centuries by Germanic invaders and settlers from what is now
northwest Germany and the Netherlands.
The Old English of the Anglo-Saxon era developed into Middle English, the language as spoken
between the Norman Conquest and the late 15th century. A significant influence on the shaping of
Middle English came from contact with the North Germanic languages spoken by the Scandinavians
who conquered and colonised parts of Britain during the 8th and 9th centuries; this contact led to
much lexical borrowing and grammatical simplification. Another important influence came from the
conquering Normans, who spoke a form of French called Old Norman, which in Britain developed
into Anglo-Norman. Many Norman and French loanwords entered the language in this period,
especially in vocabulary related to the church, the court system and the government. The system of
6/47
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orthography that became established during the Middle English period is by and large still in use
today – later changes in pronunciation, however, combined with the adoption of various foreign
spellings, mean that the spelling of modern English words appears highly irregular.
Early Modern English – the language used by Shakespeare – is dated from around 1500. It
incorporated many Renaissance-era loans from Latin and Ancient Greek, as well as borrowings from
other European languages, including French, German and Dutch.

B.

English Fooprints in the German Language

There are 21 students in my English class in year 8 at GLH High School6. They have taken additional
English lessons in the shape of what we call “Profile Subject” since summer 2015 and were selected
to explore “roots and footsteps of the English language” in German.
Within 4 double periods of 90 minutes each, the students worked in groups of three on selected
aspects, seven different approaches, chosen by the students themselves. There was a fifth double
periods, in which they put together their key findings, presented them to the others, discussed them
and submitted their contribution to the final documentation as follows.

1.

Trade Routes

As handed in by Louisa, Charlotte H. and Lana.

6

GLH High School = Gymnasium Lüneburger Heide, see www.glh.de
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2.

The Trade (England and Germany)

As handed in by Deniz, Finn-M. and Henry.
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3.

Cosmetics

As handed in by Ayla, Hannah and Luna.
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4.

Music

As handed in by Carla, Frederike and Mira.

5.

Inventions

As handed in by Annika, Eva and Lina.
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6.

Military

As handed in by Justus, Maurice and Niclas [MS Word format]:
Many words of the “Military Language” are almost the same in German. So we are sure that there
are some references between the English language and German language. But why is that? Especially
in the Military language.
There are many reasons for mixing the two languages. One reason is that the English and the German
had much contact in the past. For example, the wars. They took some word over.

Some words:
English
Major
Commander
General
Neutral
Soldier
to shoot
to run

German
Major
Kommandant
General
Neutral
Soldat
schießen
rennen
11/47
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English
to lay
weapon
uniform
military language
U-Boat
Blitzkrieg
artillery airplane
battery

German
liegen
waffe
uniform
militärsprache
U-Boot
Blitzkrieg
artillerie Flugzeug
Baterie

Major: It’s the word of the seniority in the military. It´s from the Latin word major and now it is the
same in all three languages. The Latin word major means more. So if you are a Major, you are more
important than normal soldiers.

This is a Harrier from the Royale Air Force. It´s one of the modern ,,Senkrechtstarter´´.

The Black Prince. A tank from the 2. Worldwar.

12/47
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7.

Linguistic Aspects

As handed in by Charlotte B., Elisabeth and Sophie.
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IV.

English and Italian7
A.

Specific Situation: Common Latin Past because of Christianisation.

The Italian language is a member of the Romance group of the Italic subfamily of the Indo-European
family of languages. Italian, like the other Romance languages, is the direct offspring of the Latin
spoken by the Romans and imposed by them on the peoples under their dominion. Of all the major
Romance languages, Italian retains the closest resemblance to Latin, in particular Vulgar Latin, the
variety of Latin spoken since the 4th century before Christ, that is the time of the widespread of
Christianity.
During the long period of the evolution of Italian, many dialects sprang up. The multiplicity of these
dialects and their individual claims upon their native speakers as pure Italian speech presented a
peculiar difficulty in the evolution of an accepted form of Italian that would reflect the cultural unity
of the entire peninsula. Even the earliest popular Italian documents, produced in the 10th century,
are dialectal in language, and during the following three centuries Italian writers wrote in their native
dialects, producing a number of competing regional schools of literature.
During the 14th century the Tuscan dialect began to predominate, because of the central position of
Tuscany in Italy, and because of the aggressive commerce of its most important city, Florence.
Moreover, of all the Italian dialects, Tuscan departs least in morphology and phonology from classical
Latin, and it therefore best harmonizes with the Italian traditions of Latin culture. Finally, Florentine
culture produced the three literary artists who best summarized Italian thought and feeling of the
late Middle Ages and early Renaissance: Dante Alighieri, Francesco Petrarca and Giovanni Boccaccio.
Because of this particular situation, English words weren’t present in Italian language during the
Medieval time, even if there were some words, such as sterlini or costuma.
Only in the 18th century words like coffee and house entered the Italian language, but they weren’t
frequently used. In the next century budget, leader, meeting, speech, dandy, fashion became more
familiar.
During the Twentieth century Italians borrowed thousands of English words and formally made them
part of the Italian language – I mean words like weekend, stress, shopping, and manager. This was
due to the fact that Italians, some of whom made their fortune in the USA, went crazy for this
country, called the land of opportunity.
Back home, English was idealized as the language of the American wealth and plenty, and many of its
words were embraced into Italian – even when immigrants’ tales of hardship in the new world began
to be heard.
During Fascism, instead, for 20 years, they encouraged Italy to be as economically, culturally, and
politically independent as possible.
Naturally, racial and linguistic purity were very highly prized. Italian dialects and minority languages
were suppressed, and an action was taken to clean Italian of foreign words – including any used in
the names of towns, hotels, and even surnames.
The Accademia d’Italia published lists of illegal foreignisms and proposed Italian substitutes. The
word sport, for example, should be replaced with diporto or ludo (taken from Latin, that was
appreciated because of the power of Roman Empire) or agone or gioco. Violation of these guidelines
could mean a hefty fine or even a six-month prison sentence, but the vast majority of suggested
7

Put together by Ms Elena Uslenghi, using different materials from Wikipedia
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alternatives failed to catch on. A renewed appreciation for American culture, and for the English
language, came with the end of the Second World War. It would only intensify as the 20th century
progressed.
We have to notice that some originally Latin words8 entered in the English language and came back
to Italian with English pronunciation: it’s the case, for instance, of junior and senior, tutor, media, etc.

B.

English Footprints in the Italian Language

The class who worked about this project is composed of 18 students attending the second year of
Liceo Scientifico at Collegio Rotondi in Gorla Minore: the lessons were divided into two parts. In the
first one, that lasted about 6 hours, we worked all-together and we tried to look for materials and
studies about the presence of English in our national language. We found some interesting
documents and we realized that in Italy there is a kind of debate about the use of English words. In
particular some months ago (exactly on the 17th February 2015), a journalist, Mrs Anna Maria Testa,
through the Internazionale magazine and site9, proposed to think about the need to use English
words instead of the Italian ones: she think that it’s not necessary to use so many English words (she
found at about 300 English words commonly used in Italian), as Italian has already got words to
express the same meaning of the English ones. This debate ended with a petition proposed on the
site www.change.org (https://www.change.org/p/un-intervento-per-la-lingua-italiana-dilloinitaliano)
with the hashtag #dilloinitaliano (it was signed by 68862 people). We read both this article and the
replies, too to have an idea of the problem.
In the second part of the project, that lasted about 10 hours, the students had to find out as many
English words as possible, then they were divided into seven groups and had to analyze the words
found, finally we collected the data in order to make a Power Point Presentation to expose during
the Linguistic Conference, held in our school last March.
These are the results:

THE QUESTION IS
ENGLISH FOOTPRINTS
IN ITALIAN

Are English words used in Italian?
hashtag

selfie

smartphone
shopping
shampoo
relax
party
robot
power
remix
skinny
show
like
fake
dress code

8

For information about Latin words come back to Italian from English see
http://www.avvenire.it/Cultura/Pagine/Oggi-si-parla-lINGLESORUM-.aspx
9
For further information about the theme, see Anna Maria Testa’s article
http://www.internazionale.it/opinione/annamaria-testa/2015/02/17/dillo-in-italiano
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HOW DID WE WORK?
•
•
•
•

THE RESULTS

Collect data ( more than 300 words )
Select data [useful criteria]
Analyse and study data
Get the results

2. 5% has a different meaning

3. Most of them came after 1950
4. 24% non frequently used

5. Semantic Fields

Meaning

Economics and Trade
5%

Beauty and clothes
Same meaning
Different meaning

ITC
Gaming

Technical Languages

Sport

95%

Music
Food
Social Life/ communication informatic

6. Creation of new words 2% (Italianization)

7. There are words which hasn’t got a real Italian
translation (7%):

-REMIXARE

Selfie

Tablet
Squat

-RECCARE

Stress

Standby
Staff

Top
Web

Tilt
Workout

Computer

Stop

-MIXARE

At the end of our work, we discussed about the results and we made some comments:


English loanwords are most noticeable in Italian journalism, advertising, business and science.
Ultimately, they are the result of the economic might of the United States and the pervasiveness
of its culture. English is thought as attractive because it’s linked to prosperous people: to be like
the rich you must talk like them.

17/47
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Not only have Italians appropriated English meanings, spellings and pronunciation to suit their
own purposes, they’ve also allocated gender to English nouns (il budget, lo slogan, la gang) and
extended English words to make other Italian words (flirtare from flirt, mixare from mix, etc.).
Many Italians view English as vital for career advancement and a kind of status symbol.

18/47
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V.

English and Romanian10
A.

10

Specific Situation: the Common Roots of Romanian and Italian in Latin.

Put together by Ms. Daniela Chinde, Romania
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B.

English Footprints in the Romanian Language
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VI.

English and Bulgarian11
A.

Specific Situation: the Remote Slavonic Relative12
1.

Development of the Bulgarian Language (General characteristics)

South-eastern Proto-Slavic tribe, which later become the basis of Bulgarian nation, settle
historical areas of Dacia, Eastern Pannonia, Moesia, Thrace, Macedonia, Northern, Central
and Southern Greece. Traces of that wide settlement could be found in the numerous old
local names of Bulgarian origin as well as in many Bulgarian loanwords in Romanian,
Hungarian, Albanian and Greek languages. Words like пещера meaning cave, веак (век
today) meaning century, мреажа (мрежа today) meaning net, деал (дял today)meaning part
of something, бреаза (бреза today) meaning birch, крънг (кръг today) meaning circle, the
names Търговище (Turgovishte) and Слатина (Slatina) can be found in Romanian
language. In Hungarian such words are гомба (today гъба) meaning mushroom, ренд
(today ред) meaning row, пентек (today петък) meaning Friday, сомбат (today събота)
meaning Saturday, пещ meaning furnace. In Albanian are kept old Bulgarian words like
гражд ( from градя) meaning build , пъндар (today пъдар) meaning watchman, остен
meaning goad, settlement names like Драновяне (Dranovyane), Лясковик (Lyaskovik),
Зъмби (Zumbi) ( from the old зъмби, today зъби meaning teeth), Пещер (Peshter),
Граждани (Grazhdani). Some names of places in Greece still keep their original Bulgarian
form. Such names are Гарица (today горица), Загара (today Загора), Бряза (today
бреза), Ляска (today леска), Дряновон (today Дряново), Гренда (today греда).
That South-eastern part of Proto-Slavic tribes left the rest of the Proto-Slavs in VI century
and slowly transforms into Bulgarian nation.
Bulgarian national language started forming alongside with the formation of Bulgarian nation.
Its specific features are:


The groups -шт- (ʃt) and -жд- (ʒd). In the other Slavic languages the counterparts of
these combinations were ц (ts)and з (z) in the Western Slavic languages; , ч (tʃ) и ж(ʒ) in
the Eastern Slavic languages, soft ч (tʃ) and дж (dʒ) in Serbo-Croatian language.



Wide „е” which narrowed to “e” and even to “и”(i) in the rest of the Slavic languages
(without Polish);



nasal vowels which still exist in Polish;



dative possessive case;



use of demonstrative pronouns after the name, from which later evolved the definite
article (род-ът (the kin) , книга-та(the book) , дете-то (the child), песни-те(the
songs). In the rest of the Slavic languages the demonstrative pronoun were used only
before the name.

2. Periods of Development
Bulgarian language goes through 4 periods in its development:


VI- IX century (the period of spoken language)- it covers the time from the separation of
Bulgarian language from the Proto-Slavic till the emerge of the written form, which leads
to a fast development of the whole language system;

11

Put together by Ms. Zdravka Kostova, Bulgaria
Sources: проф. Тодор Бояджиев, Българска лексикология, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrillic_script;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glagolitic_alphabet
12
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Old Bulgarian period (the end of IX- XI century)- the beginning of the period starts with
the invention of the first Bulgarian and Slavic alphabet- the Glagolitic one and the first
Bulgarian and Slavic written text- the translation of Aprakos Gospel by Constantine-Cyril
the Philosopher. The perfection of that first text in Old Bulgarian language made him a
model for the further development of the written language and the used language
constructions became a norm for the literary language. After the failure of Cyril and
Methodius’s mission in Great Moravia in 885 their students in Bulgaria continued their
deed. The translations made by the scholars Clement of Ohrid, Naum, Constantine of
Preslav, Chernorizets Hrabar, John the Exarch and Cosmas the Priest as well as their
original works also influence the development of the language making it richer of words,
forms and constructions. The Old Bulgarian lexicon was filled with words standing for
new concepts. During that period, the Old Bulgarian literary language had a great
international significance.
The first used alphabet was the Glagolitic one. It is the oldest known Slavic alphabet. It
was invented by Constantine-Cyril the Philosopher in 855 and used mostly for the
translation of the liturgical books. The name of the alphabet came from the word
“глаголъ”(glagolə) which mean “word” and since the verb “глаголати” (glagolati)
meant “to speak” it was poetically called “The signs that speak”.
In the X- XII century, it was gradually replaced by the Cyrillic alphabet at the Preslav
Literary School. Over the years, Cyrillic adapted to changes in spoken language,
developed regional variations to suit the features of national languages, and was
subjected to academic reform and political decrees. Today, many languages in the
Balkans, Eastern Europe, and northern Eurasia use Cyrillic alphabets.



Mid Bulgarian period (XII- XIV century)- that is a period when the grammatical and
phonetic system of the language underwent some changes. Nasal vowels changed into ъ
(u) and е (e). The case endings gradually dropped out. The articles develop. The degrees
of the adjectives started to be expressed with the particles по- and най- (more and the
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most). The process of forming future continues. The archaic words ceased to be used.
New words appear and the meaning of some old ones changes.


New Bulgarian period (XV century up to know)- During that period a lot of changes have
occurred. The case endings disappeared entirely from the language. Third person
pronouns were created. Inferential mood appeared and dual number dropped out.

In the second half of XVIII century the idea of choosing local dialects as a basis of the literary
language emerges.
During the second half of XIX century New Bulgarian language stared developing. In that
period the local dialect became the basis of literary language. Progressive writers at that
period strived to stick to the phonetic, grammatical and lexical features of the dialects. They
introduce the personal pronouns, definite article ending in –ът, the future form with ще (will).
The new Bulgarian language was fully established at the end of XIX century. It is used in XX
century and up to now. During the first 4 decades of XX century, the whole language system
is set and legalized. For the first time the improvement of the language is set on a scientific
basis.

3.

Traces of other Languages in Bulgarian

Loanwords and borrowings are deeply rooted in Bulgarian language. They enter at different
stages of its development and represent the connections of Bulgarian people with other
countries. There are two group of factors that influenced the process of borrowing wordsoutside (not language related) and inside (language related). The outside factors are various
political, economic and cultural relations of Bulgarian with other people as well as the forced
bilingualism during the Byzantine and Ottoman rule. The inside ones are related to the need
of development of the lexical system.
Traditionally the words of non-Bulgarian origin are divided into two groups- loanwords and
foreign words. The loanwords are those words that are fully assimilated and have neither
formal nor semantic differences from the native Bulgarian words. Usually those are early
borrowings that have lost the marks of their origin. One of the significant features of these
words is that they do not have synonyms, eg. палто (coat), костюм (suit). Foreign words
are borrowings that have synonyms and use instead of native words, eg. агресивен –
нападателен ( aggressive- offensive), имунитет- неприкосновеност (immunity- inviolability)
etc.


Russian words in Bulgarian language

Russian had the most significant influence on the development of the lexical system of
Bulgarian language. Its influence starts in XVIII century with the appearance of Russian
liturgical books and textbooks. At the beginning Russian words were used without any
changes: памятник (monument), согласие (agreement), etc. In the middle of XIX century
though, Russian borrowings started to be adapted for Bulgarian лев- лъв (lion), согласиесъгласие (agreement), преступление- престъпление (crime), etc. The number of Russian
words is the greatest among the borrowings. Some are:
1) Nouns - начало (beginning), меч (sword), щастие (happiness), ревност (jealousy), etc
2) Adjectives - лукав (cunning), горд (proud), вежлив (polite), etc
3) Verbs - уважавам (respect), подозирам (suspect), etc


Greek and Latin words

Greek words entered in Bulgarian due to the connections between the two nations. The
earliest borrowings are related to the ecclesiastical and monastery terminology after the
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Christianization of Bulgarians. Such words are игумен (abbot), икона (icon), ангел (angel),
etc.
The names of the sciences came from Greek too- фолософия (Philosophy), астрономия
(astronomy), музика (Music), геометрия (Geometry), etc.
Later on folk words entered and they are still in use nowadays- молив (pencil), тетрадка
(notebook), креват (bed), etc.
Latin words entered Bulgarian through different foreign languages. Some of these words are:
оцет (vinegar), олтар (altar), кукла (doll), etc. During the Renaissance a lot of science,
political, philosophical, technical, cultural and administrative terms appeared- глобус (Globe),
професор (professor), лекция (lecture), кооперация (cooperation), конструкция
(construction), автор (author), etc.


Turkish words

The Prolonged Turkish rule influenced greatly Bulgarian lexis. It started in XIV century when
the Ottomans conquer Bulgarian territory. Turkish words can be divided into the following
groups:
1. Administration, military and economic life- ага (Agha), барут (gun powder), байрак
(flag), кадия (judge), султан (Sultan), etc.;
2. Craftsman terminology- абаджия (tailor), занаят (craft), etc.;
3. Dishes- кебап (kebab), гювеч (stew made of vegetables), чорба (soup), etc.;
4. Objects – дирек (beam), кирпич (adobe), etc.;
5. Clothes – аба (frieze), калпак (fur cap), etc.;
6. Animals- ат (horse), гарга (jackdaw), etc.;
7. Geographical features- балкан (mountains), дере (gully), канара (rock), etc.;


Italian words

Italian words entered Bulgarian language in the Middle Ages. They belong to different
semantic fields:
1) Economy and banks- банка (bank), кредит (credit), валута (currency), etc.;
2) Art – концерт(concert), пиано (piano), виолончело (cello), etc.;
3) Architecture and construction- арматура (fixture), арка (arch), вила (villa), etc.;
4) Food – спагети (spaghetti), портокал (orange), олио (oil), etc.;


French words

Many French words are present in Bulgarian language. That is because French was the
language of diplomacy as well as the development of French art and literature. Words can be
put in the following groups:
1) Political life- депутат (member of parliament), политика (politics), режим (regime),
etc.;
2) Theatre- актъор (actor), балет (ballet), пиеса (play), etc.;
3) Military affairs- атака (attack), генерал (general), куриер (courier), etc.;
4) Banking and commerce- аванс (advance payment), баланс (balance), etc.;
5) Food- крем (cream), супа(soup), десерт (dessert), etc.;
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6) Objects- ваза (vase), гардероб (wardrobe), канапе (sofa), etc.;
7) Buildings- колеж (college), купе (compartment), салон (parlour), etc.;
8) Fashion and clothes- блуза (blouse), палто (coat), ботуши (boots), etc.


German words

German words entered Bulgarian after the Liberation 1878. Such words are: плац (paradeground), офицер (officer), анцуг (track suit), вафла (waffle), кухня (kitchen), etc.


English words

The influence of English language became greater after the World War II. In recent years a
lot of words appeared in Bulgarian mainly because of the American culture that has spread
all over the world. Another reason for that intensive transfer of words is the fact that English
replaced French as language of diplomacy. English words can be found in the following
semantic fields:
1) Sports – аут (out), ринг (ring), футбол (football), тим (team), etc.;
2) Transport and machinery - вагон (carriage), трактор (tractor), etc.;
3) Computers- компютър (computer), файл (file), модем (modem), etc.;
4) Society – маркетинг (marketing), клуб (club), детектив (detective), etc.;
5) Culture and Art- филм (film), уикенд (weekend), кеш (cash), etc.;
6) Life- коктейл (cocktail), хот дог (hot dog), пикник (picnic), etc.;
7) Clothes- боди (body), дънки (jeans), смокинг (smoking), etc.;

B.

English Footprints in the Bulgarian Language

Students from General Secondary School “Angel Karaliychev” made research in order to find what
words from English origin there are in Bulgarian. The results they include in Power Point
presentation. It shows clearly that English words are present in all semantic fields and mostly in IT,
Business, Sports, Media, etc.
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VII.

The Milan Linguistic Conference 2016: a Round-Table Meeting13

During the learning week of the ILTA Erasmus plus project held on Collegio Rotondi in Italy, we
organized a Linguistic Conference, in order either to share the results of the works done in our school
or to let the students make comparisons between our national languages (German, Italian, Bulgarian
and Romanian), using and improving their competences in English.

A.

Agenda

B.

Plenary Sessions

During the Linguistic Conference we had some speeches by the teachers involved in this topic and a
part with workshops in international groups. The conference started off with a presentation on
“English Roots and Footprints in German”, followed by presentations of the other countries:

13

Put together by Ms Elena Uslenghi
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“English Roots and Footprints in Romanian”:

“English Roots and Footprints in Bulgarian”:

“English Roots and Footprints in Italian”:

C.

Group work – Assignments

In the second part of the Conference, the students were divided into six international groups,
composed of a Romanian student, a Bulgarian, a German one and three Italian ones.
Every group had a semantic field (life; beauty and fashion; economics, trade and business; sports and
gaming; social media and communication; technology and music; travel and food). At first, working
each by himself, the students had to think as many English words – used in their national language –
as possible about the semantic field. Then, every group member had to share the results with his
partners in order to make comparisons between the languages and to find common English words. At
last, each group had to make a presentation of the results, explaining how they worked, why, and
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which words they found. They had two hours to work in groups and five minutes to explain their
semantic field.
Here is the materials the students had to accomplish their tasks:
GROUP WORK ENGLISH TOPIC: ENGLISH FOOTPRINTS IN EUROPEAN LANGUAGES
GROUP 1: [place: seconda liceo]
Members: Florina Paula S.; Marin Y.; Charlotte Sophie B.; Giorgia B.; Matteo C.; Lorenzo C.
Semantic field: LIFE – BEAUTY – FASHION
GROUP 2: [place: seconda liceo]
Members: Valentin Nicolae I.; Boyan K.; Joost K.; Federico C.; Nicolò R.; Alberto M.
Semantic field: ECONOMICS – TRADE – BUSINESS
GROUP 3: [place: aula polifunzionale]
Members: Krisztian B.; Stefan D.; Justus Hubertus D.; Riccardo A.; Beatrice N.; Alessandro F.
Semantic field: SPORTS – GAMING
GROUP 4: [place: aula polifunzionale]
Members: Alexandru Roland H.; Daniela K.; Elisabeth Marie J.; Ginevra M.; Silvia T.; Lorenzo T.
Semantic field: COMMUNICATION – SOCIAL MEDIA
GROUP 5: [place: aula studio medie]
Members: Sebastian Vasile G.; Kalina V.; Christine Madeleine S.; Lorenzo Z.; Sofia P.; Riccardo B.
Semantic field: TECHNOLOGY – MUSIC
GROUP 6: [place: aula studio medie]
Members: Vasile Adrian D.; Snezhana D.; Frederike S.; Mariafrancesca S.; Filippo C.; Stefano M.
Semantic field: FOOD - TRAVEL
STEP 1 – WORDS SEARCH
WRITE DOWN AS MANY WORDS AS POSSIBLE – THINK ABOUT ENGLISH WORDS OR WORDS
WITH ENGLISH ROOTS

SEMANTIC FIELD

………………………………………………………

LANGUAGE

………………………………………………………

ENGLISH WORDS

WORDS WITH ENGLISH ROOTS

………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………
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……………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………

STEP 2 – LET’S SHARE INFORMATION
SEMANTIC FIELD 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
HOW MANY WORDS HAVE YOU FOUND?
BULGARIAN
GERMAN
ITALIAN
ROMANIAN

HAVE YOU FOUND COMMON WORDS?
WORD

BULGARIAN

GERMAN

ITALIAN

ROMANIAN

STEP 3 – LET’S INTRODUCE THE RESULTS

WHAT HAVE YOU DISCOVERED? WHAT ARE THE RESULTS?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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ARE YOU ABLE TO FIND WHICH OF THESE WORDS ARE USED ALSO IN OTHER EUROPEAN
LANGUAGES (I.E. FRENCH, SPANISH, …)?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
HOW ARE YOU GOING TO INTRODUCE THE RESULTS? IF YOU WANT, YOU CAN MAKE A
COLOURED MAP OF EUROPE OR SOMETHING SIMILAR
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

WHAT ARE, IN YOUR OPINION, THE CONCLUSIONS?
IS ENGLISH INFLUENCING OUR NATIONAL LANGUAGES? WHY?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

D.

Group work - Results

The students worked in mixed groups with representatives of all the countries. Authentic gettogether.

All the groups made an interesting introduction to the topic and found out common English words.
Here are some pictures:
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Here are two examples of the group works results: the first is about sports and gaming14; the second
one is about communication and social media15
WORDS SEARCH ITALIAN
SEMANTIC FIELD

SPORTS-GAMING

GAMING AND SPORTS

LANGUAGE

ITALIAN

ENGLISH WORDS

WORDS WITH ENGLISH ROOTS
BASKET

COMPUTER

KILLARE

CONTROLLER

GOL

MOUSE
HEADSHOT
TRICKSHOT
SKILL
CAMPER
TENNIS

WORDS SEARCH GERMAN

WORDS SEARCH BULGARIAN

SEMANTIC FIELD

GAMING AND SPORTS

SEMANTIC FIELD

LANGUAGE

GERMAN

LANGUAGE

BULGARIAN

ENGLISH WORDS

WORDS WITH ENGLISH ROOTS

ENGLISH WORDS

WORDS WITH ROOTS

GG (GOOD GAME)

CANOE

CONTROLLER

CABEL

FOOTBALL

SPLITSCREEN

AMERICAN FOOTBALL

BASKETBALL

TENNIS

COMPUTER

BASEBALL

GOAL

GOLF

HOCKEY

ONLINE

PASS

OFFLINE

SHOT

GAMING AND SPORTS

COMPUTER

CLICK

WORDS SEARCH ROMANIA

14
15

SEMANTIC FIELD

GAMING AND SPORTS

LANGUAGE

ROMANIAN

ENGLISH WORDS

WORDS WITH ENGLISH ROOTS

COMPUTER

COMPUTER

BASKET

BASCHET

FOOTBALL

FOTBALL

HANDBALL

HANDBAL

ITALIAN
COMPUTER
BASKET
MOUSE
------TENNIS
BASEBALL
----GOL

COMPUTER
BASKETBALL
MOUSE
LAPTOP
TENNIS
BASEBALL
FOOTBALL
GOAL

BULGARIAN
COMPUTER
BASKETBALL
---TENNIS
BASEBALL
FOOTBALL
GOAL

By Krisztian B.; Stefan D.; Justus Hubertus D.; Riccardo A.; Beatrice N.; Alessandro F.
By Alexandru Roland H.; Daniela K.; Elisabeth Marie J.; Ginevra M.; Silvia T.; Lorenzo T.
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Communication & Social Media

1. What have you discovered? What are the results?
That in italian there are more english words than the other languages.

2. Are you able to find which of these words are used also in other European
languages?
In Spanish and also in France they use chat, social, login, logout, email,
like, dislike, news.

VIII.

German

Italian

Romania

Bulgaria

Social network

Views

hacker

Phone

chat

link

wireless

computer

(to) google
something

account

share

play

(to) add someone

Login - logout

chat

audio

(to) write an sms

chat

Connection

video

(to) whatsapp

Like – unlike/dislike

test

(to) write an email

post

image

news

link

live

sms

email

chat

sms

email

3. Is English influencing our national languages?
Why?
Yes, of course it influence our languages
because some English words cannot have a
real translation in the other Languages.

Outcome – a Compilation of Findings in a Joint “Linguistic Study”16

This “linguistic study”, held in English, has been produced to make all
the findings of the participating students and staff available to all the
students and staff of the participating schools.
There is a digital publication on the Itslearning exchange platform
and, in addition to this, nine hard copies were produced: one copy for
each national EU agency of the participation countries, one copy for
each national school to be placed in their local student libraries plus
one spare copy for the project co-ordinator in Melbeck, Germany
(Mrs. Antje Reichelt PhD).

IX.

Disclaimer17

This project has been funded with support from the European
Commission. This publication [communication] reflects the views only
of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for
any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

16
17

On behalf of the group, contributed by Mr. Peter Kubasch, Germany
Ditto
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